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Abstract. Human body metrics have become a signiﬁcant source of product
innovation to industries where consumer ﬁt, comfort and ergonomic considerations are key factors. This is especially the case for fashion (e.g. footwear or
apparel), health (e.g. orthotics or prosthetics), transport and aerospace (e.g. seats
or human-machine interfaces), and safety (e.g. protective equipment or workstations) among others. Large-scale databases of 3D body scans are today a
research tool for most of the leading companies of those sectors.
In the last few years, new emerging businesses using 3D body data
(e.g. garment and footwear customization, size recommendation, health monitoring) are increasing the number and size of 3D body scan repositories. 3D
body databases are growing very fast and the development of 3D modelling
tools is leveraging the practical application and exploitation of these data.
This paper presents three applications of 3D body modelling methods based
on Principal Component Analysis (PCA): (1) shape analysis applied to the
ergonomic sizing and design of products, (2) creation of 3D avatars from body
measurements, and (3) serial 3D creation of harmonised watertight meshes
acquired with any type of 3D body scanner.
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1 Introduction
The ergonomic design of products and environments with a high interaction with
humans requires accurate and detailed knowledge about body shape, dimensions and
their variability among the population [1, 2]. Anthropometric tables of percentiles and
digital human models (DHM) are the main tools for designers to manage anthropometric
summaries of the population. The anthropometric tables used in ergonomics are statistical reports, mainly mean, standard deviation and percentiles, describing the variability of human body dimensions. DHM are 3D representations of the human body with
articulated parts that can be posed and scaled introducing limited anthropometric
dimensions [3]. These DHM are widely used to analyse reaches modifying the pose and
considering the range of movement of different joints of the body. Although DHM can
be adapted to some anthropometric measurements, the lack of realistic body shapes is a
limitation for many applications such as wearables, clothing or protective equipment.
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3D scanners have made it possible to capture the whole body shape at once and
have become mainstream technology employed to perform anthropometric surveys.
Since the CAESAR project [4], the 3D body scanning survey of reference, more than
20 similar large-scale studies have been performed around the world [5] to characterize
the body size and shape of different populations. In particular, the CAESAR database’s
accessibility has boosted the development of data driven models to create 3D body
avatars. Despite the existing 3D body databases that geographically cover the globe,
the generation of multi-nationality models combining training databases of different
surveys is still a challenge. The reasons for this are the restricted accessibility conditions of the data and the lack of harmonisation among body scans [6]. For instance, the
variability of the posture of the arms and hands (Fig. 1) requires several adaptations to
processing algorithms to standardise the body scan.

Fig. 1. Variability of the hand posture in different sizing surveys.

Allen et al. [7] proposed a new method to generate a parametric model, learned
from a set of registered high-resolution 3D scans in a canonical pose applying principal
component analysis (PCA). In this work, the parametric model of the 3D body was
used to create 3D body avatars by editing multiple components correlated with body
attributes (such as height and weight). Later, many authors extended the data driven
approach based on PCA to create 3D body avatars using different types of partially
correlated data such as 2D images or 3D body scans. The 3D body avatar is a clean
watertight mesh of the body that can represent a statistical shape (3D aggregated data)
or an individual body shape.
Statistical 3D body avatars can be created directly with a combination of components from the PCA model or from aggregated tables of standard anthropometry that
represent percentiles, sizes or morphotypes. The resulting statistical avatars using these
methods are more realistic than DHM used by current CAD software [3]. Along this
line, Reed et al. compared two methods for generating boundary mannequins using a
PCA model [8]. One method introduces the standard anthropometry of the boundary
mannequins and the other is a direct mapping of the ﬁrst three PC of the PCA. While
the mapping of the shape space does not require a pre-selection of measurements, the
number of mannequins and distribution in the body shape space is arbitrary. Although
it has been demonstrated that it is possible to achieve more realistic DHM using a PCA
model of the body, it is important to consider that potential training databases are
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limited to a canonical position, while the use of the DHM for ergonomics requires a
multi-pose conﬁguration, with the sitting position being the main pose.
Individual 3D body shapes can be created on the basis of the PCA model approach
from a set of anthropometric measurements (1D–3D) [9–13] or using more detailed
data of the person, mainly 2D images (2D–3D) [14–19] or 3D body scans obtained
with low cost depth sensors (3D–3D) [20–23]. In the latter two cases, apart from ﬁtting
the 3D shape, it is also necessary to deal with the pose variability of the user and the
influence in body shape. Allen et al. [24] and Hasler et al. [25] developed a uniﬁed
model that describes both human pose and body shape. In these models, pose and body
shape were stored in a single model and correlations between them were automatically
exploited to induce realistic muscle bulging and fat deformation during animation.
Anguelov et al. [26] presented in 2005 the SCAPE method (Shape Completion and
Animation for PEople)—a data-driven method for building a human shape model that
includes variations in both subject shape and pose. In this method, pose and shape are
treated independently. An improved version of the SCAPE method has been proposed
by Hirshberg et al. [27] to achieve smoother joints and a highly realistic articulated
body model. In these methods, both models, sizes and shapes are ﬁtted and optimised
simultaneously.
The applications and uses of individual avatars are mainly focused on visualisation
(e.g. the virtual trying on of clothing, animation) or anthropometry feature extraction
for retail (e.g. bespoke clothing, size recommendation) [28, 29] or health (e.g. obesity
monitoring) [30]. With body dimensions and 2D images, it is possible to approximate
the 3D body shape of a person to represent the morphotype and size of the body;
however, detailed data of the face in order to experience a good self-identiﬁcation of a
3D body avatar requires more information than that provided by 3D scan data (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Individual avatar of the same subject created using four methods: 1D–3D created from
age, weight, stature bust girth, waist girth and hip girth; 2D–3D obtained from a frontal and a
lateral photo [19]; 3D–3D of a low quality raw scan; and 3D–3D of a high quality raw scan.
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In this paper, three applications of 3D body avatar creation based on a PCA model
of the Spanish population are presented: (1) statistical 3D body avatars applied to the
ergonomic design using PCA mapping; (2) creation of statistical 3D body avatars from
aggregated measurements; and (3) serial 3D creation of harmonised watertight meshes
acquired with any type of 3D body scanner.

2 The Dataset
The databases of 3D body scans used to model the shape space of adult bodies were
acquired on two anthropometric surveys conducted by IBV for the apparel industry.
Both studies used the 3D laser-based body scanner (Vitus Smart XXL) to acquire the
surface of the body with a resolution of ±1 mm in accordance with the international
DIN EN ISO 20685 standard.
The study of the female population ﬁnished in 2009 and measured 9,600 females
with ages from 12 to 70 years old including regular and big sizes [31]. The stratiﬁcation
of the sample covered ten age groups enabling the analysis of speciﬁc market segments.
Two standing postures were captured for the whole sample to determine the set of
measurements for apparel application. The posture used to develop the shape space
model of adults was standing with the feet parallel and hips wide apart, their arms
extended and open at *60º, and ﬁsts closed with the hand dorsum pointing outwards
(Fig. 3). A set of 15 markers were placed on the body to locate anatomical positions
related to reference points required for the calculation of body measurements described
in the ISO 7250 or ISO 9559 standard. A standard attire was provided to each subject
according to the ISO 20685 standard (Fig. 3). The measuring protocol was complemented with a demographic questionnaire including information about clothing
shopping habits and problems in ﬁnding well-ﬁtting clothes.

Fig. 3. Scanning protocol used in this survey.
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The anthropometric survey of the male population was conducted between 2014
and 2015 in cooperation with the Spanish clothing sector [5]. The sample was stratiﬁed
into four age groups according to the market groups deﬁned by the clothing industry
associations. 1,800 males were scanned in standing and sitting postures. The standing
posture was the same as that described for the study of females (Fig. 3). Subjects also
answered a questionnaire about clothing shopping habits and ﬁtting problems.
A standard attire was provided to each subject according to the ISO 20685 standard
(Fig. 3).

3 Shape Space of Full Bodies
The raw 3D body scans of the two databases were registered and harmonised using an
adaptation of different template-based methods [7, 32, 33]. In this case, we used a high
resolution template body mesh of 150 K vertices, 99 K triangles, a 17-bone skeleton
and a set of 35 landmarks as described by Ballester et al. [6] (Fig. 4). This process
provided a database of individual body dimensions and a database of individual 3D
homologous avatars with anatomical one-to-one vertex correspondence among them
with a harmonised canonical pose.

Fig. 4. Registration of raw body scans.

Database parametrisation was achieved by conducting a Rigid Procrustes Alignment and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the homologous data [34]. The
posture variability was harmonized to create different shape spaces for males and
females.
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4 Applications
4.1

Statistical 3D Body Avatar Creation from the PCA Mapping Applied
to Sizing Analysis

The parametric model obtained from the PCA enables the generation of statistical shapes
mapping the shape space of bodies. This approach was proposed by Zehner [35] and
Robinette [36, 37] for anthropometric body dimensions to select boundary mannequins
as an alternative to the percentile method. The PCA method maximises the variability of
the data, with the ﬁrst components being a useful exploration tool to conceive the sizing
strategy to optimize the ﬁtting of products [38, 39]. This problem has been applied for
sizing clothing by Veitch et al. using two principal components of body measurements
to deﬁne 36 body categories: twelve sizes and three shapes in each size [40].
In this paper, the approach is extended to the 3D using the PCA model of the Spanish
population of females. The resulting components were explored to deﬁne a set of
statistical shapes representing the main variability of the body shape for sizing (Fig. 5).
The ﬁrst component shows the variability in size combining height and girth
variations (Fig. 5). The second component shows the variability of girths. The third
component is mainly related to the length of the limbs. The fourth component shows a
variability related to the posture of the back, shoulders and neck. The ﬁfth component
shows the variation of the body shape from ‘triangle’ to ‘rounded’.

Fig. 5. Left: Interface to explore the PCA components. Right: Mean body shape and ± 3SD of
the ﬁrst ﬁve components.
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The ﬁrst two components were chosen to create a set of statistical avatars that
covers the main size variability of stature and girths. A combination of ±1SD, ±2SD
and ±3SD was used to map the avatars over the bi-variant distribution of PC1 and PC2
(Fig. 6). As a result, 22 statistical avatars were obtained. A summary of the digital body
dimensions of the avatar set is reported in Table 1.

Fig. 6. Distribution of avatars mapping the ﬁrst two components.

Although PCA mapping is an interesting tool to explore body shape variability and
conceptualise a sizing system, for many applications, and especially to relate the body
with the product scalability and dimensions, it is necessary to apply systematic sizing
criteria based on dimensions instead of shape. Furthermore, the relationship of bodyproduct dimensions is required to recommend the selection of the size. An alternative
method is the creation of statistical body avatars from representative body dimensions.
4.2

Statistical 3D Body Avatar Creation from Measurements Applied
to Reference Bodies for the Clothing Industry (1D–3D)

The design process of the clothing sector to ﬁt a product to a body shape uses as a
reference a collection of sizing tables that are mainly a summary of standard body
dimensions for each size considering different types of garments (e.g. dresses, shirts,
trousers). For the following application, IBV conducted an analysis of the Spanish
database of dimensions aiming at determining the distribution of intervals combining
pairs of primary and secondary dimensions for different types of garments. For each
interval, 37 body measurements were considered according to EN 13402-1. Sizing
tables were used to report the mean anthropometric values of each population interval.
The 1D–3D method was used to generate the statistical 3D body models representing
each interval of the sizing tables using as input the 37 body dimensions (Fig. 7).
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Table 1. Digital body dimensions of body avatars generated by the combination of PC.
PC1
−3SD
−2SD
−2SD
−2SD
−1SD
−1SD
−1SD
−1SD
0SD
0SD
0SD
0SD
0SD
0SD
1SD
1SD
1SD
1SD
2SD
2SD
2SD
3SD

PC2
0SD
−1SD
1SD
0SD
−1SD
1SD
−3SD
0SD
−3SD
−2SD
−1SD
0SD
1SD
2SD
0SD
−3SD
−1SD
1SD
0SD
−1SD
1SD
0SD

Height
1445
1488
1473
1500
1553
1538
1569
1555
1634
1624
1617
1610
1604
1599
1666
1698
1683
1669
1721
1748
1735
1777

Bust girth
937
1068
798
926
1053
785
1338
915
1319
1137
1019
905
793
686
894
1300
1026
762
883
1013
751
873

Waist girth Hip girth
874
989
1028
1136
691
860
853
990
1005
1130
666
868
1316
1439
832
992
1297
1425
1098
1231
955
1107
811
997
668
895
529
801
790
1002
1276
1414
957
1129
620
890
770
1009
932
1132
597
900
750
1017

Crotch height
625
637
657
660
678
699
659
695
700
712
721
730
738
747
765
741
761
781
800
802
823
835

Fig. 7. Statistical avatars representing each interval of females represented by a combination of
two primary measurements.
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For the 1D–3D method, a regression model was created relating a set of body
measurements with the combination of the PCA scores that match them. The creation
of the avatar was based on iteratively resolving a minimisation problem that ﬁnds the
combination of shape parameters (i.e. principal component scores) that best matches
the body measurements entered. Additionally, the resulting body shape is optimized by
iterative measurement of the target measurements. The performance of this method in
our implementation achieves maximum error values in the order of 0.01 cm [6].
4.3

Avatar Creation from Individual 3D Body Scans (3D–3D)

Raw body scans are dense and unorganised meshes made up of hundreds of thousands
of points containing many undesirable artefacts, especially in areas that are not
reachable by 3D scan sensors. Typical artefacts include “holes”, surface noise and
additional material (e.g. bumps, bridges, etc.).
The purpose of a method to create 3D body avatars from raw scans (3D–3D) is to
facilitate the automatic conversion of raw body scans into simulation-ready avatars to
be used as a basis for design development [41]. In order to be used in simulation
environments, raw body scans need to be converted into smooth, watertight meshes,
free of noise, artefacts and occlusion areas.
The current technology used for the serial processing of large body scan databases
gathered in national sizing surveys is optimal for the high resolution scanners that
provide raw scans with a high dense mesh and controlled and repeatable artefacts
focussed on armpits, crotch, top of the head and shoulders. The mass use of low cost
depth sensor devices, most of which are operated manually, has boosted the use of 3D
body scans with coarse surfaces, missing parts and separated layers due to the
movements of the body during the scanning process.
Adaptations of the technology presented by Trieb et al. [6] were aimed at making
the technology robust and versatile enough to process any type of raw scan in standing

Fig. 8. Generation of avatars. Left: High quality raw scan. Right: Low quality raw scan.
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pose using a non-rigid registration approach (Fig. 8). In order to seamlessly integrate
3D–3D technology into current design software, a web service that can be reached via
API was developed. Different types of scans were tested in order to validate the
performance of the registration method. Figure 9 shows the raw scans obtained using
this technology with a 3D body scan captured with the Vitus Smart high-resolution
scanner and the same person scanned with 8 views of Kinect v2. The resulting individual avatar is represented in Fig. 10. The visual appearance of the avatar is quite
similar considering the signiﬁcant difference of the surface quality of the original data.

Fig. 9. Frontal and lateral views of a subject scanned with Kinectv2 (left) and Vitus Smart
(right).

Fig. 10. Avatar generated from the Kinectv2 scan (left) and from the Vitus Smart scan (right).
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More research is required to quantify the differences in 3D body measurements that
could be relevant for the adoption of this technology in different applications.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the methods of 3D body avatar creation based on a data-driven approach
were reviewed considering those more suitable for the generation of aggregated avatars, representing a target population, or individual avatars representing an individual
person.
The contribution of the PCA body models to these methods has been demonstrated
as an efﬁcient way to generate a synthesis of the shape space of 3D bodies. However,
the generation of this model requires the availability of 3D body databases. Although
many 3D anthropometric surveys were done in the past, access to the data is in general
restricted preventing the possibility of building a global model representing different
geographic regions. Furthermore, the combination of current 3D body databases to
achieve more global models requires more research related to compatibility in particular, how aspects related to the scanning posture or clothing may affect the PCA model
and alter the shape variability explained by the components.
3D anthropometric surveys are very costly. The sample sizes measured were quite
big since this is a requirement to achieve low errors estimating mean anthropometric
values and percentiles. However, the estimation of the optimal sample size for 3D body
shape modelling purposes has not been analysed. A relevant question of research
would be to study if it is possible to reduce the sample size for 3D body modelling
introducing a new way of planning 3D body scanning surveys.
Finally, the creation of avatars that are in the borders or out of the parametric shape
space described by the database of the PCA model may induce higher errors compared
to the creation of avatars with body parameters within the range of the database. For
data driven method applications, it is important to deﬁne the conditions of validity of
the input data and additional work is required in order to quantify the 3D body
reconstruction errors within the shape space.
For the 1D–3D method, it is possible to use different conﬁgurations of body
dimensions as input data, from a short set of measurements to a complete set describing
the body anthropometry in detail. More insights about the optimal combination of
measurements used as input data in relation to accuracy and visualisation are necessary
to guide the avatar creation process. This is also important to avoid breaking the
statistical rules about how many predictors can be derived from data when doing
regression analysis.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider the inconsistency of the 1D–3D method.
This inconsistency is related to the type of input measurements, typically manual
anthropometric measurements, and the type of measurements used to control the
achievement of the target measurements during the creation process, that are necessary
digital body measurements calculated over the 3D avatar. Biases between manual
anthropometric measurements and digital measurements have been reported by many
authors [42, 43]. The deﬁnition of body measurements based on anatomical points used
on manual anthropometry cannot be reproduced in the digital measurements that
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require geometric features to be deﬁned. 1D–3D data is a tool that can be used to
generate both individual and aggregated avatars and to re-evaluate existing databases
addressing these questions.
In the particular case of using data driven models to enhance current DHM, the
articulated structures and body meshes of such models are still not compatible with the
compacted parametric type of ﬁles used by the DHM. The seamless integration of both
body modelling techniques is an important challenge for computer graphics.
Data driven approaches offer a variety of methods to create realistic avatars for
different applications, proﬁting from the shape information of the body provided by
existing databases. In the last few years, new emerging businesses employing 3D body
data (e.g. garment and footwear customization, size recommendation, health monitoring) have increased the number and size of 3D body scan repositories. 3D body
databases are growing very fast and the development of 3D modelling tools is crucial to
leverage the practical application and exploitation of these data. However, for the
moment, the access to most of the existing and future 3D data is not and will not be
open preventing the exploitation and use by means of the data driving methods
presented.
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